UV Spectral Properties of Benzophenone. Influence of Solvents and Substituents
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Abstract: The effect of the solvent and the substituents on the UV spectroscopic properties of substituted benzophenones was studied.

Introduction

Benzophenones (BP) are of great biochemical [1], medicinal [2], industrial [3,4] and physicochemical [5-7] interest. The effect of solvent on the UV spectra of substituted benzophenones was studied in order to detect the existence of molecular interactions and determine their UV spectroscopic behavior.

Experimental

The following compounds were analyzed: 1: BP (X₂=X₄=H); 2: 4-MeO-BP (X₂=H, X₄=MeO); 3: 4-OH-BP (X₂=H, X₄=OH); 4: 2-OH-BP (X₂=OH, X₄=H); 5: 2OH,4MeO-BP (X₂=OH, X₄=MeO). The UV spectra and corresponding molar absorptivities were recorded at 25°C, in n-Heptane (n-Hp), Cyclohexane (Cy), Ethanol (EtOH) and 38% Ethanol:Water (EtOH:H₂O) with a Shimadzu UV 160A.

Results and Discussion

In the Benzophenones, both phenyls can interact with the C=O group through σ (inductive effect) and π (mesomeric effect) bonds. The overlapping between the π bonds of the rings and of the C=O form a MO that comprises all the molecule. Due to this π-electronic delocalization, the C=O group loses part of its individual character and partially integrates with the phenyls, leading to system stabili-
zation and transference of the electronic deficiency from the atom of $C_{\text{carbonylic}}$ toward the atoms of the positions 2, 4, 6, 2', 4' and 6'. A) Effect of solvent. The UV spectrum of BP in $n$-Hp exhibits 3 bands: I: 203.6, II: 248.2 and III: 346.6nm. The UV spectrum of Cy is very similar, while in EtOH differences were noted: I: 205.6, II: 252.2 and III: 334.0nm. The shifts of bands I, II and III were: $\Delta \lambda =+1.6$, $\Delta \lambda =+4.0$ y $\Delta \lambda =-12.6$nm. These $\Delta \lambda$ [8,9] indicate that bands I and II are due to $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ transitions (benzene), while band III is originated by a $n \rightarrow \pi^*$ transition (O of the carbonyl). B) Effect of substituent. The UV spectra of 2 and 3 in $n$-Hp are characterized by I: 201.6, II: 247.6, III: 339.2nm y I: 205.8, II: 250.4, III: 332.0nm, respectively. The relation $\lambda = 31.91 \sigma_p + 346$ (R=0.971) was found, where $\sigma_p$ is the Hammett constant. With electron-donating groups, the resonant structure with separate charges are the most probable in the resonance hybrid, requiring more energy for the $n \rightarrow \pi^*$ transition. C) Hydrogen bonds. The blue shift of band III of 1, when passing from $n$-Hp to EtOH, is due to H bonds between the solute and the solvent [10]. The intensity of these intermolecular bonds might account for the absence of band III of 2 and 3, in EtOH and EtOH-H$_2$O. In 4, band III can be clearly seen in $n$-Hp (338.2nm), EtOH (336.8nm) and EtOH-H$_2$O (335.8nm). The $\Delta \lambda =-1.4$nm y $\Delta \lambda =-2.4$nm observed are lower than those of 1. This is due to the fact that solute-solvent intermolecular H bonds are of less importance than the strong H intramolecular bond exhibited by compound 4. The UV behavior of BP 5 is similar to that of 4.
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